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Abstract 

The TEMPORA paradigm for the development of large data intensive, transaction oriented 
information systems explicitly recognises the role of organisational policy within an information 
system, and visibly maintains this policy throughout the software development process, from 
requirements specifications through to an executable implementation. 

This paper introduces the External Rule Language of the TEMI~RA conceptual modelling 
formalism, and describes how it is used to captured and model business organisational policy. 
The syntax and semantics of the language are presented, together with a number of examples 
drawn from a realistic case study. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Much has been written about the benefits and problems of contemporary approaches to the development 
of large scale information systems, some examples being [Mad83, 01183, 01186]. Despite the undeniable 
achievements of these various approaches, two challenges still remain unresolved. Firstly, the issue of 
maintenance and system evolution continue to be a major problem in commercial software, and secondly, 
the information system is of little use in developing any changes to business policy. These two problems 
may be seen as a manifestation of the same deficiency in current approaches; namely that there is very 
little explicit correspondence between business policy and the program of an information system which 
implements it. Business policy is often embedded together with programming code, the function of which 
is concerned with such issues as file accessing, sequencing of operations, and so on. As a consequence, 
the information system can not be easily examined at any time to ascertain whether it is still aligned to the 
business policy, making maintenance difficult, and the use of the information system for business 
modelling impossible. 
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To illustrate the differing program solutions that a simple statement may be given, consider the 
implementation of a policy rule 'every customer must have an account'. This may be achieved in a 
variety of ways, some of which are: 

(i) Store both customer and account in the database, and make any update of customer update the 
account, and any update of account update the customer. 

(ii) Store just the customer, and derive from that the existence of an account. 
(iii) Store just the account, and derive from that the existence of a customer. 
(iv) Store both customer and account in the database, and raise an error if the number of each should 

ever differ. 

Although the choice of implementation will effect the overall efficiency and data security of the 
information system, it is not a consideration that needs to be taken into account at the analysis phase, 
which is concerned with capturing the functions and policies of a business as a conceptual model The 
additional information involved in making the policy executable acts to obscure the original rule that we 
are attempting to model. The decision process involved in constructing executable specifications from the 
conceptual model should be left until a distinct design phase. The TEMPORA paradigm [Lou90] 
proposes that developers should be provided with a process which assists both in modelling business 
policy, and in linking this policy to the software development process. To this end, three conceptual 
models are provided: 

• An extended entity-relationship formalism with temporal semantics (the ERT) provides a 
graphical representation of the structural aspects [The90]. 

• A modified Process Interaction Diagram (PID) provides a graphical representation of the 
behaviour aspects [Kro91]. 

The External Rule Language (ERL) is used to describe business policy in terms of its affect on 
the ERT and PID. For the ERT it describes constraint rules on the number and relationships of 
entities, and for the PID it describes the details of the flow of information, and its interaction 
with external processes. 

The ERL provides a formal logic language in which to describe business policy, which is in this context 
statements about the structure of the business (as represented by the ERT), and statements about the 
behaviour/procedures followed by the business in the use of the data in carrying out its activities (as 
represented by the PID). 

In this paper we shall concentrate on how business policy may be modelled by rules in the ERL, 
introducing concepts of the ERT and PID models as necessary. To begin with, we give a brief description 
of some related work, before giving an overview of the ERL, and conclude by outlining the decision 
process necessary when the rules of the ERL are translated by a design process into executable 
specifications. 

1 Related Work 

Approaches to conceptual modelling have been defined for many strands of computer science and other 
sciences. However, approaches used in modelling the requirements of information systems are usually 
related to a corresponding development method. A review of the work in this area is reported in a series 
of conferences by the IFIP WG8.1 [01182, 01183, Ol186]. 

In general, these approaches can be categorised according to the method's strongest orientation, namely 
data oriented and process oriented. In each case, the name indicates the prominent construct(s) of the 
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approach. For example, data oriented methods emphasise the structure of the application domain and are 
concerned with its passive components [Ver82]. Process oriented methods emphasise the behaviour of an 
application domain and describe application activities, their inter-relationships and how they axe 
decomposed [Ros77]. Mixed approaches also exist, termed logic oriented [S¢190], and in addition, formal 
approaches [Jon81] and approaches based on knowledge representation formalisms such as semantic 
networks and frames [Bro82] have been proposed. 

Recently, a number of conceptual modelling formalisms have been proposed that are not attached to a 
specific development method but which are of great importance since they represent a key development 
in the state of the art in the area of information systems in general, and requirements specification in 
particular [Bor85, Ber86, Dub86]. 

Whilst all of the above approaches cater for the representation of business policy in the requirements 
specification, none of them explicitly distinguishes where this policy is defined. In addition, few of them 
employ a declarative, rule-based language that permits the specification of temporal business rules in a 
user oriented way. In this paper, it is argued that business policy is best acquired and represented through 
the use of a declarative, rule based specification language with semi natural language semantics. 

The TEMPORA approach is based on that of RUBRIC [vanA88, Lou89], extended by utilizing a 
commercial DBMS as the underlying data management mechanism, and providing capabilities for 
modelling and management of temporal data and business rules. 

2 An Example of the Tempora Approach in Modelling Business Policy 

To illustrate the use of the ERL in describing the structural characteristics of a business and its policy 
rules, we must first construct ERT and PID models for that business. As an example for this paper, we 
have used a case study of the Irish Electricity Supply Board's (IESB) debt management procedures made 
by the Rubric ESPRIT project [Rub89], and in particular focused on the IESB's arrangement handling 
system. 

2.1 Structural Information 

An arrangement is an agreement between a customer and the IESB for the customer to make some set of 
fixed payments (instalments) at given dates. Both the instalments and actual payments (a particular type 
of movement) made must be recorded for future reference. The ERT model for the arrangement handing 
system is given in figure 2.2; figure 2.1 describes key aspects of the model's constructs. 

An entity class 

A value class 

A relationship, which connects 
entities and values together 

A relationship which exists 
only at certain times 

,..J A time-stamped entity, which 
I'1 exists only at certain times 

'is_a' relationships, which describe 
entities as being subclasses 
of other entities 

A complex entity, the 
contents of which may be 
any ERT model, but may be 
viewed as a single object 

Figure 2.1: Description of ERT Model Constructs 
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Figure 2.2: ERT Model for the IESB Arrangement Handling System 
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We mark entities such as account as time varying since we are interested in knowing the times at which 
the entity exists (which for the example of an account may be considered as the period it is open). As a 
design decision (not taken as the initial capture stage) we can mark entites as derived from other entities, 
denoted graphically by dotted outlines for the entity boxes. Complex entities may be considered to be 
complex values if  they contain only value classes, and marked accordingly. Note that certain business 
policy rules will relate to the ERT model. For instance, in the case study it was found that there was a 
limit of 1,300,000 to the number of accounts permitted to exist at any time, and that would naturally be 
considered as part of the description of the acount entity. 

2.2 Behaviour Information 

The behaviour of the business, that is the procedures that it follows in processing structural information 
(the ERT) is described initially using the PID model. This shows any policy rule which describes the 
processing of information as a process box; with dataflows representing the inter-change of information 
between these rules and the datastores (views on the ERT) of the business, and any person or system 
outside the system being modelled as an external agent. Figure 2.3 illustrates the PID for the IESB 
example; figure 2.4 describes the constructs of the PID model we have used. 

tails 

II A Dalastore, winch represents 
a view on the ERT model 

A Process, which z e p r ~ t s  
the action of some Business 
Pdficy Rde on the data of 
the E R T  

A Dalaflow, which represents 
the flow of ERT model infomue.ion 

A n  External Agent, which describes 
something outside the system 
being modelled 

Figure 2.3: PID for the arrangement checking in IESB Figure 2.4: Description of PID Constructs 
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3 The External Rule Language 

All ERL rules are given a single general structure, interpreted as describing some logical constraint on the 
ERT model, which must hold at every moment, or tick, whilst the information system is active. The 
system analyst shall regard the execution of the information system as stepping through a discrete series 
of these ticks, and at each tick ensuring that all the ERL rules hold, the system taking such actions as is 
necessary to make this so. 

The basic structure of an ERL rule is given by the list below. The consequence, condition and event fields 
all have the single syntax of an ERL expression, and any free variables are implicitly universally 
quantified across the whole rule. 

• when <event> if <condition> then <consequence> 
• when <event> then <consequence> 
• if <condition> then <consequence> 
• <consequence> 

The semantics of the fields are as follows: if at any tick the event of a rule has just begun to hold, and 
condition holds, then consequence must also hold. The event or condition fieltis may be omitted, in which 
case they are taken to always hold. For example, the statement of the consequence alone states that it 
must hold at all ticks of run-time system. 

3.1 ERL Expressions 

The basic elements of ERL expressions are the instances of classes and data-types from the ERT model. 
Variables may be used as place holders for any such element. ERL expression are based on three types of 
constructs; namely 

O) a selection of data from the ERT model, using relationships to restrict the selection of instances 
from classes, 

(ii) sets of data obtained from the ERT, and 
(iii) predicates, which name tuples of data selected from the ERT. 

The basic expressions are constructed into compound expressions by 

(i) the usual connectives of classical first order logic, and 
(ii) a group of temporal connectives, which transpose the effective time at which the query is 

evaluated, by using the historical database to 'simulate' the data at past or future times. 

The following sections describe the ERL under the headings listed above, and refer to the ERT and PID 
models for IESB example given earlier. When giving examples of ERL rules, any language tokens are 
given in emboldened typeface, so as to emphasize the structure of the rules. 

3.2 Selecting Data from the ERT Model 

For ERL rules to constrain and select data from the ERT model, we must be able to describe in a very 
general manner the components of the model. In particular, we will wish to describe not only the 
members of the entities and value classes, but also name specific instances of value classes in rules, and 
relate them to each other. For instance, one may wish to find all the amounts above ten thousand, but the 
data item ten thousand is not in the model. It is thus necessary to extend notionally the ERT model to 
contain value classes for the basic types used, and provide relationships to the value classes in the model 
which used those basic types. Using this extension, we are able to describe the relationship between 
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various members of ERT classes and data-types in a uniform manner, by naming a 'chain' of class/data- 
type instance related to another class/data-type instance. A list of relationships with a single instance may 
given, enclosed in square brackets. A variable in parenthesis after the class name obtains variable 
bindings for the instances taken from a class. The following expressions relating to the IESB ERT model 
will illustrate this method. 

• account(a) governed_by arrangement comprised_of instalment(i) 

Finds all pairs of account references a and instalment references i, related to a common 
arrangement. 

movement(m) [ has entry [ has type = 'payment', 
has amount < 2000 ], 

charged_to account [ governed_by arrangement(a), 
has details has billing_frequency = 'monthly' ] ] 

Finds all pairs of movement references m and arrangement references a related to a common 
account, for which the movement is of type payment and has a value less than 2000, and the 
account is on a monthly billing frequency. 

When comparing this ERL rule with an SQL statement (to achieve a roughly equivalent query), 
we can see the benefits that having an ERL bring about in clarity, and relating rules to our 
conceptual models instead of the run-time system. 

SELECT m,a 

FROM movements,arrangements,account 

WHERE movements.m=account.m AND account.a=arrangement.a 

AND type = ~payment' AND amount < 2000 

AND billing_frequency = 'monthly' 

• 1 < amount(a) < 100 

Finds all instances a of value class amount in the range I to 100. 

• amount(a) and 1 < a < 100 

Equivalent to the previous example. 

3.3 Collecting Sets o f  Data from the ERT Model 

A set collection construct is provided, together with a group of set operators. This allows us to group all 
variable substitutions for which an expression holds, and perform operations such as number_of to count 
the number of instances, or intersect to find common substitutions from two set expressions. For 
example, we can enforce a cardinallity constraint on the number of accounts permitted to be present in the 
system at any single time by: 

n u m b e r o f  {a for_which account(a) } < 1,300,000 

3.4 Predicates 

The ERL predicates shall have no more meaning other than being table names for tuples of data, but 
allow several ERL rules to 'share' common expressions or data, by naming it in a predicate. They take the 
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syntactic form predicate_name( ERT_data, ERT_data ), where there can be any number of arguments, 
describing instances of entites and values of the ERT. During the specification of a TEMPORA system, 
the system analyst will use a predicate table to give a textual description each predicate's meaning. Two 
situations necessitate the use of predicates: 

To name the datafiows and external agents of the PID with which the system must 
communicate. For example, the analyst may talk about the predicate sales_office(x), represent it 
in the PID as an external agent (i.e. outside the system being modelled) and describe it as using 
a certain printer to print out a report for the sales office that an account x has had its 
arrangement terminated due to the customer failing to meet instalment deadlines. It is the 
responsibility of the programmer during the design phase to realize this, for example by calling 
some external report generator which can print cheques in the correct format. 

When the system analyst wishes to avoid the specification of certain functions of the system 
which are better handled by a programmer, and leave them to be made in the design phase. 
These will represent the internal details of the processes in the PID. For example, the system 
analyst may require to know the total value of all instalments made for a certain arrangement, 
but feel unhappy as writing a specification in the ERL to achieve it. By naming a predicate 
sum_instalments(arr, total), and giving a textual description of its meaning, the system analyst 
by delegate this task to the programmer responsible for mapping the ERL to executable TL rules 
in the design phase. 

3.5 Logical Connectives 

The connectives for conjunction (and), disjunction (or) and negation (not) from classical first order 
predicate logic are provided, and given their usual meaning. The following examples illustrate their use: 

• account(e) charged_with movement(m) and account(e) governedby arrangement(a) 

Find sets of instances for the variables e, m and a, where the e is given the same value (instance 
of the account entity) in both ERL reference expressions. 

• account(e) charged_with movement(m) and not account(e) governed_by arrangement 

Finds sets of instances for the variables e and m for which the first ERL reference holds, but the 
second does not. 

• account(e) charged_with movement(m) or account(e) governedby arrangement(m) 

Finds sets of instances for e and m, which hold for either (or both) of the ERL reference 
expressions. 

3.6TemporalConnec~ves 

The underlying temporal database allows us to express the entities and values of the ERL as being 
'present' in the current, future or past database, and thus phrase rules in terms of current, expected or old 
records. In reality all information is present in one database, but the ERL provides an abstraction 
mechanism to make it appear as a series of databases over time. This 'shifting' of time at which we 
inspect the information in the database can be achieved either implicitly with reference to the present time 
('was something true sometime in the past'), or explicitly ('was something true at noon on Tuesday'). 
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For example, having marked the account entity as time varying in the ERT model (by placing a T in the 
class box), we can find if an account is open by seeing if it is present in the database, and can define a 
closed account as one which used to be present in the database (sometime__in_past), but is not longer 
present. Note here how we derive the existence of an entity in the present from information about entities 
which held in the past. 

if account(a) then open_account(a) 

if not account(a) and sometimein_past account(a) then closed_account(a) 

To use explicit time references to time, the ERL provides intervals and points, along with operations on 
them. The time is described in the format Hour:Minute:Second, and the date in the format Day~Month~ 
Year. For example the following ERL rule derives a new entity account_closed_today from knowing that 
there was an account e at midnight, but that account e no longer exists. 

if account(e) at 00:00:00 and not account(e) then account_closed_today(e) 

We may also restrict the evaluation of rules to a given combination of time and date using the time_is 
predicate to check the time. For example, to make the external procedure print_account_details be used at 
noon each day to print the information about all accounts, we could say: 

if account(e) and time_is 12:00:00 then print_account_details(e) 

To view the data in a time independent manner, and thus achieve the effect of a non-temporal database, 
the at any_time connective is used, which finds if its argument holds for any time past, present or future. 
For example, to define a clear-by arrangement as one which only has one instalment during its entire 
history, one could write 

if number of {i for_which at_any..time instalment(i) comprises arrangement(a) } = 1 
then clear_by(a) 

The conciseness and expressive power of the temporal connectives may be demonstrated by the 
representation in the ERL of this complex business rule: 

i f  it is seven days after an instalment was due on a scheduled arrangement, and the sum of  all 
payments made during the period o f  the arrangement is found to be less than the sum of  all 
previous instalments and half o f  the last instalment, then the arrangement shall be terminated. 

This may be translated to the following ERL rule, which shows a close relation to the original business 
rule: 

if 7*days ago 
( instalment [ has amount(install), comprised_of scheduled(a) ] 

and previous_instalments(a,previous_i) 
) 

and previou s_payments(a,previous_p) 
and previous_p < previous_i + 0.5*install 
then terminate_arrangement(a) 

The expression time ago exp holds for each instance of exp which held at time before the present, so in 
the example we transpose the time we are looking for an instalment to seven days before the present time. 
Working at the time of the instalment, we sum all instalments due for the arrangement, and outside the 
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scoop of the ago connective, i.e. working from the present, we sum all the payments made into the 
account whilst governed by the instalment. The example demoslrates how sub-class name (scheduled) 
can be used instead of its parent entity (arrangement). The predicates previous..payments and 
previous instalments abstract away details of how to sum the values of instalments and payments, 
leaving them to be specified later in analysis, or even in the design phase. In this case it is natural to 
define these predicates as ERL expressions: 

if previous = sum { p for_which sometime_in_past movement 
[ has details [ has amount(p), 

has type='payment'], 
charged_to account governed_by arrangement(a) ] 

then previous_payments(a,previous) 

if previous = sum {old for_which 
sometime_in_past instalment [ has amount(old), part_of arrangement(a) ] } 

then previous._instalments(a,previous) 

4 Trans lat ing  the E R L  to Executable  Rules  

At the analysis level the ERL formalism does not distinguish explicitly between different rule types, in 
order to relieve the analyst from procedural considerations. However, this is can not be true for the design 
level, where these procedural semantics are a necessary and important consideration in the construction of 
an executable specification of the system [Kro91]. The two stages in this process are described below. 

4.1 Categorizing Rules 

The initial stage in this design process is to categorize the rules into classes according to their 
implementation. By choosing one of the three classes it is decided whether an ERL rule is to be used to 
ensure data security (constraint), provide deductive information (derivation) or cause changes to be made 
(action) in the run-time system. 

Constraint rules which are concerned with the integrity of the ERT components. They can be 
further subdivided to static constraint rules which are expressions that must hold in every valid 
state of an ERT database, and transition constraint rules which are expressions that define valid 
state transitions in an ERT database. An example of an static constraint rule is 'the number of 
accounts must never exceed 1,300,000", and of a transition constraint rule is 'a closed account 
may never be re-opened'. 

Derivation rules which are expressions that define the derived components of the ERT model in 
terms of other ERT components (which themselves may be derived). There must be exactly one 
derivation rule for each such component. As with constraint rules, derivation rules can be 
subdivided into static derivation rules and transition derivation rules, depending on whether the 
derived ERT component is time-stamped or not. Since the IESB ERT model has only time- 
stamped derived entities, we will have no static derivation rules for our case-study. An example 
of a transition derivation rule is 'a clear-by arrangement is one which has exactly one 
instalment'. 

Action rules which are concerned with causing some event to occur, which may be an update to 
the database, communication with some external agent or the invocation of some process. An 
example of an action rule is 'when an arrangement is terminated, at sometime print a statement 
for the account which had the arrangement'. 
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The inclusion of a temporal modal operators (such as sometime_in_future) in the ERL allows for the 
greater expressive power in a first order logic language. 

As specified previously, constraint rules express restrictions on the ERT components by constraining 
individual ERT states and state transitions, where a state is defined as the version of the database at any 
tick. More specifically, static constraint rules represent definitions of conditions which must hold between 
different classes (entity, value or relationship classes) in any individual state, independent of the time that 
the state relates to. These rules are also known variously as extensional constraints [C1i83], functional 
dependency rules or multi-valued dependency rules, and their mapping to first order logic formulas is 
well defined [Nic78a]. Transition constraint rules place restrictions on two or more states of the database, 
by specifying valid state progressions. This type of rule can be expressed directly in the proposed 
formalism, because of the explicit modelling of the evolution of data. These rules are also known 
variously as as intentional constraints [Cli83], dynamic constraints or constraints upon update operations 
[Smi77, Nic78b]. 

4.2 Considering the Computational Model 

The ERL specifically avoids having a computational model. However the target run-time language which 
only be able to handle rules which fit its computational model, and will handle certain computations more 
efficiently than others. These considerations may lead to some changes being necessary in the ordering of 
terms within a rule. An simple example will clarify this point: we are given the business rule that 'at the 
end of the year, all open accounts without a movement should be closed'. This might result in the 
following ERL rule: 

when end_of..year 
if not account(x) charged_with movement during this_year 
and open_account(x) 
then shut_account(x) 

The run-time rule language in TEMPORA provides a temporal Prolog-like query language, and thus will 
not permit a free variable inside the scope of a negation operator. We must therefore place the 
open_account term before the negated expression to ensure that the variable is ground when it is checked 
for a movement. 

Conc lus ions  

The ERL provides a suitable platform in which to express the textual rules and procedures of a business, 
in the context of the ERT and PID models. It provides a declarative language for the system analyst to use 
in modelling business policy rules in an information system, without need to consider issues relating to 
the execution of those rules until a distinct design phase. In using these three models in the modelling of 
business specifications, the TEMPORA project develops upon current approaches to information systems 
in provideing a clear separation between models to capture external specifications, and the internal run- 
time model of the information system, whilst providing a systematic method of linking the two. 

Future work will need to develop further the link between the ERL, ERT and PID models, in terms of 
providing validation between the models, and to investigate the semi-automated production of the run- 
time model, involving human interaction with a design tool. 
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